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Hotel Poseidon
Via Pasitea, 148 - Positano (SA)
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info@hotelposeidonpositano.it
hotelposeidonpositano.it

Gift Certificates



The Ultimate Celebration

Hotel Poseidon Gift Catalogue Experience 1: The Ultimate Celebration

This G
ift C

ertificate includes 
the follow

ing services:

Standard Room with a 
garden view

hotelposeidonpositano.itinfo@hotelposeidonpositano.it

2-night stay with breakfast included

Personalized cake

Hotel Poseidon branded gift

A cocktail with... a story!

Personal concierge available via 
e-mail and WhatsApp (pre- and 
during the stay)

Valet parking

590€



The Perfect Date with a view

Hotel Poseidon Gift Catalogue Experience 2: The Perfect Date

This G
ift C

ertificate includes 
the follow

ing services:

Superior Double Room, with 
a private seaview terrace

hotelposeidonpositano.itinfo@hotelposeidonpositano.it

2-night stay with breakfast included

Fruit plate + bottle of local wine 
upon arrival

Hotel Poseidon branded gift

A cocktail with... a story!

Personal concierge available via 
e-mail and WhatsApp (pre- and 
during the stay)

Valet parking

780€



The Italian Getaway

Hotel Poseidon Gift Catalogue Experience 3: The Italian Getaway

This G
ift C

ertificate includes 
the follow

ing services:

Junior Suite Standard, with 
a private balcony with sea 
views

hotelposeidonpositano.itinfo@hotelposeidonpositano.it

3-night stay with breakfast included

Personalized cake + bottle of local 
wine upon arrival

Hotel Poseidon branded gift

A cocktail with... a story!

Personal concierge available via 
e-mail and WhatsApp (pre- and 
during the stay)

20-minute convertible VW Beetle 
around the Amalfi Coast with driver 

Valet parking

1250€



The Premium Italian Getaway

Hotel Poseidon Gift Catalogue Experience 4: The Premium Italian Getaway

This G
ift C

ertificate includes 
the follow

ing services:

Superior Suite, a bedroom 
and a living room with a 
private seaview terrace

hotelposeidonpositano.itinfo@hotelposeidonpositano.it

3-night stay with breakfast included

Personalized cake + bottle of local 
wine upon arrival

Hotel Poseidon Premium branded gift

A cocktail with... a story!

Personal concierge available via 
e-mail and WhatsApp (pre- and 
during the stay)

20-minute convertible VW Beetle 
around the Amalfi Coast with driver

Valet parking

1420€



Oh, Wow! Experience

Hotel Poseidon Gift Catalogue Experience 5: Oh, Wow!

This G
ift C

ertificate includes 
the follow

ing services:
Wow Room, an 860sqft room, 
with a private seaview terrace

hotelposeidonpositano.itinfo@hotelposeidonpositano.it

3-night stay with breakfast included

Personalized cake + bottle of local wine 
upon arrival

Hotel Poseidon Premium branded gift

A cocktail with... a story!

Personal concierge available via e-mail and 
WhatsApp (pre- and during the stay)

20-minute convertible VW Beetle around the 
Amalfi Coast with driver

Valet parking

1800€



Welcome to Positano

Hotel Poseidon Gift Catalogue Experience 6: Welcome to Positano

This G
ift C

ertificate includes 
the follow

ing services:

Premium Room with private terrace, 
view to Positano and the sea

hotelposeidonpositano.itinfo@hotelposeidonpositano.it

5-night stay with breakfast

3-course lunch at Il Tridente (for 2 people)

Couples` massage at L`Onda Beauty Centre

Bottle of local wine upon arrival 

Hotel Poseidon branded gift

A cocktail with... a story!

Personal concierge available via e-mail and WhatsApp 
(pre- and during the stay)

20-minute convertible VW Beetle around the Amalfi Coast 
with driver

Valet parking

1200€



This is a pre-paid, non-refundable offer, that includes a personalized gift certificate that can be sent 
via e-mail, printed at home or delivered by mail* in a Hotel Poseidon gift box. 
  *at an extra cost

These gift certificates are valid 24 months since the purchase and can be redeemed by contacting 
the Reservation Department of the Hotel Poseidon via e-mail (info@hotelposeidonpositano.it) by 
stating the voucher code prior to completing the booking, and cannot be exchanged for cash. All 
bookings are subject to availability.

General Terms and Conditions:

Hotel Poseidon
Via Pasitea, 148 - Positano (SA)

Tel. +39 089 81 11 11
info@hotelposeidonpositano.it

hotelposeidonpositano.it

Add Extras:

2-hour photoshoot in Positano with a local photographer -  € 300

2-course meal for two at Il Tridente Restaurant - € 150

Transfer to/from Naples - € 130 one way

...other services are available upon request


